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In the age of information technology change rapidly, a variety of electronic 
products continuously appear, they have different aspect ratio and resolution, when 
people send images in between these different electronic equipment, vision to meet 
the different resolutions and aspect ratio display, let the scaled images does not occur? 
A kind of basic technology of digital image processing: image scaling technology, to 
meet the needs of this scaling. For example, a want to change the video aspect ratio, 
and does not make people look too fat or too thin, or changing the size of the image 
automatically removing unnecessary parts, while keeping the important features intact. 
Especially in the technology, put forward new and higher requirements of people, 
hope the experience to digital entertainment effect better. In this paper, image scaling 
based on the line clipping operation technique, puts forward line clipping algorithm 
based on visual saliency map and the gradient combination and based on multiple 
operating scaling algorithm for line clipping, and puts forward the interactive image 
scaling by the user to choose the most satisfactory scaling results based on multiple 
operating. 
My work is mainly reflected in the following aspects: 
1.through the line clipping algorithm in-depth study and research needs,combined 
with the research on the dynamic at home and abroad, to determine the system 
image content sensitive zoom features, and to determine the specific scheme. 
2.based on the realization of a picture scaling system line clipping. Users need 
only a simple input pixel value, system can be completed on thegiven image scaling 
work. 
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